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Abstract 

To numerically soh·e el!iptir partial differential equations in three 
space dimensions. these are cliscretised and huge ':'ystems of 
(linear or nonlinear) equations a.rbe. To solve these equations, ruultigrid 
methods are thf' rrn;st. efficient technique and they solve the systems with 

arithnH'tic wh<>re N is the number of degrees of free-
dom in the discretisation. In a previous paper we have shown how semi-
refinement cJ.n be u'1:".l tu construt't. multigrid methods for 3 dimensions. 
Adaptive appwxiimitiou based on semi-refinement, can be 
used to minimise the numbf'r N for a given accuracy. For smooth solu
tions, such techniques automatic::>Jly lead to sparse grids O\'er the domain 
of definition. 

After a general introduction, in this paper we analyse the accuracy 
of low order piecewise polynomial approximation on regular or sparse 
grids, in different norms. 

1 Introduction 

The basic model problem to demonstrate the value oi numerical methods for 
general elliptic boundary value problems has always been 

-~u = f in n == (0, 1)2 u = 0 on 80. (1) 

If a. uniform n x n-mesh i::; placed over n, i.e. that n + 1 equidistant mesh-lines 
are drawn in the horizontal, and the same number in the vertical direction, 
t.he distance between the mesh-lines is called the mesh-width, h = l/n. The 
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grid points are X;j, where 0 ~ i,j ~ n. If we want to approximate the solution 
of (1) numerically, discretisatiou is applied to get a set of linear equations: 

AU=F, (2) 

where, typically, F(i-l)(n+i)+i = h2 f(x;j), and A is a matrix with a special 
structure. The system has N = (n + 1)2 equations and the same number of 
unknowns. 

The element U(i-i)(n+i)+i of the solution vector U in the system of equa
tions (2) represents the approximate solution of equation (1) at the point x;;, 
i.e. U(i-l)(n+1)+i ~ u(x;;). The accuracy of this approximation depends on 
the type of discretisation and on h, the width of the mesh applied. This means 
that the approximation becomes more accurate if more mesh-lines are intro
duced. Typically, for a simple discretisation method, the error in the solution, 
IU(i-1)(n+1 )+i - u(Xij )I, is proportional to h2 .If higher accuracies are required, 
smaller values of h are needed, i.e. a large number of mesh-points are neces
sary. Such large numbers of mesh-points give rise to very large systems (2), 
and the techniques used to solve such systems of moderate size (e.g., Gauss 
elimination) cannot be applied because the number of arithmetic operations 
(the number of additions and multiplications) to compute the solution by these 
methods is proportional to N 3 . 

For large systems of type (2), Gauss elimination would take too much time, 
even on present day's fastest computers, and different methods are used, that 
take advantage of the 8pecial properties of 8uch equations. All these special 
methods tu c;o\v1· discretist>d PDEs are iterative methods, where a first guess of 
the solution i::; improved step by step in an iteration process. Until the sixties, 
simple relaxation met.hods were very popular. Here, all separate equations in 
(2) are 8cannecl one by one, and each time when au equation is visited, the 
corresponding unknown is updated, based on the present information about 
the ot,her unknowns. 

Later, in the st~venties, more efficient iterative methods, based on the con
struction of Krylov spaces, appeared, such as the preconditioned conjugat.e 
gradient method, GMRES or, a more recent development, BiCGStab. !\'.owa
days, these rm~thods are the most popular ones to solve the very large systems. 
One reason is that these methods are relatively easy to implement in a com
puter program. 

However, to restrict the amount of work to O(N), we have to resort to 
multigrid (lvfG) methods. These methods have a more complex structure. In
vented in the sixties, they got the full attention of the numerical community 
not before 1980. A pioneering paper in the late seventies [1] started the int.er
est, and at present the multigrid method is "'ell-accepted and it is successfully 
applied [3] in many fields. 
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Multigrid and semi-coarsening 

relaxation 
errors mi a and 

errors ca~i bE!tWr be reduc1'd by a discrete equation on 
a. related coarser mesh which contains essentially less mesh points. Now the 
~IG method uses this to solve the on the coarser 
meshes ( l). All work the coarse a:nd 
tlw fine w sol Ye the differential problem as accurate as is possible on 
the finest mesh ;\" nwsh points) is still 0( 

figure I· A classical sequence of in two dimensions. 

h is well known how muitigrid methods can be used for two-dimensional 
( 2D) and that the sa1ne techniques can be used for three-dimensional 
(30) as weil. One may even point to the fact that the total amount 
of wmk on the coarse grids is relatively smaller in the 3D-case than in the 
20-case. Howen,r, the reverse side is that only a relatively small amount of 
error components can be annihilated by these coarse grid corrections. The 
consequence is that in the 3D-case powerful relaxation methods are required 
to reduce the total error with a sufficient efficiency. 

E.g., one such relax:ation procedure is alternating plane-relaxation, in which 
all planes in the cube are visited by different orderings, and where for each 
plane a 2D sub-problem is S(llved (by a 2D MG method). This procedure is 
not very attract.ive, because there are many possibilit,ies to order the planes 
in the cube, and a choice has to be made by what ordering the planes have to 
be visited. For a general problem such a choice is artificial, and the one choice 
may be better for the one problem while another choice can be advantageous in 
another situation. Such 3D-methods a.re also hard to vectorise or to parallelise 
so that we may have little advantage of new computer architectures. 

However, there exists an alternative [2}. Already for 2D fluid flow problems 
it has become clear that it is sometimes better to generate coarser grids, not 
by taking together a 2 x 2 set of four small cells to form one bigger cell, but to 
take together only 2 cells, so that a coarser mesh is obtained with a different 
mesh-size ratio. This is the principle of semi-coarsening. Here also we have 
the argument that the semi-coarsening is direction-dependent, and that there 
are more ways to assemble pairs of cells to form the coarse grids. But in the 
general, problem-independent case we may apply both semi-coarsenings at the 
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smm~ time. In that ca ... w t,he fine ha.s two Now 
how tlw l(.'.orrectiuns fru:ii but h niar~,_. can cooperate to 

a corn~ction for t lw so! ut ion on the finer 

the sa:ne 
with a coarse grid and make finer 
cells into two finer cells 

frum the other i;ide. \\'e may start 
and finer grids, each time by halving 

of refinement can also 
be applied in three dimensions. In this case the number of possible re-
finements is even (see Figure 

This approach of semi-refinement can be very powerful when combined 
with rneshing, i.e., in all meshes only those cells a.re created that 
really contribute best to the reduction of the total error. Here the idea of 
hierarchical basis plays an role, in order to combine the function 
approximations on the different grids into a single, unique representation. 

In the following sectiou we first intrnduet: th1~ notational framework to 
aliuw a technical disc1!'sion of the prubh'm8 involved. \V0 introduce t.lw mul
::idimensiunal multiresoiution analysis, and mo:-e-dirnensional wavelet spaces. 
which are the right tools to introduce hierarchical bases for regular and sparse 
).;rid approximatit.Jrni. In thP nPxt St~ction we dt>scribe piecewise constant and 
pitx:c:wise linear approximaii,m in more dimensions, and we give errorbouu<ls 
for r h<"se approximations on wgnlar and on sparse grids. 

ljl 
l 1 I 
LiJ 

rri t I 
~~ 
i._-LL.LJ 

• Figure 2: A family of semi-refined grids in two dimensions. 
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the 2" - 1 -dimensional subspace in Vn of functions vanishing at the nodes of the 
V71 ._ 1-rnesh. The corresponding spaces of functions that satisfy homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions a.re denoted by v~ c Vn and W~ c Wn. Notice 
that in t.hP. one-dimensional case wr~ = Hi'n· 

v:o 
l 

TIO 
"12 

: : 

Vo 

i : I 

Figure 3: Basis functions on the int.erval [O, I] in the spaces v·~, ii;., and Wri. 

For 0. = lR a similar sequence {Vn}n=o,1,2 ,. .. can be constructed, with 
h71 = 2-11 , and this sequence can be completed in the natural way with 
{l~,}n=-i,-2 , .... Now we have formed for L2 (JR) a multiresolution analysis 
{v~,} nEZ· 

By Ri we denote a projection Ri : X(f!) -+ V;, such that for uEX(O) n 
C(f!) 

RjuEVj and (Riu)(xi) == u(xi) V'x;Efl.j. 

For a given function f EX(0.), the ''difference information" between two suc
cessive approximations RjfEV'i and Rj-i/EV;-i is given by the projection 
Qi! off onto the complement Wi of tj_1 in Vi, 

VJ-1 CD Wi = tj, 
V'i-1 n wi = {O}, 
Qjf = R1f - Ri-if· 

The four requirements (3.1) to (3.4) imply that the spaces iv1 are also scaled 
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Figure 4: Semi-refinement of the cube. 
Grids on levels 0, 1, 2 en 3. 

versions of one space iVo, 

(9) 

that they are translation invariant for the discrete translations 2-jz, 

(10) 

and that {Wi} are mutually linearly independent spaces, generating all of 
X(f!), cf. (7). For f2 = (0, 1] and homogeneous boundary conditions, we know 
V0° = {O} and hence 

n 

v~ = EBivj. 
j=l 

As soon as we find a function 1/J(x) with tht' property that { 1/J(x - k) hEZ 
is a basis of VV0 , then by a simple rescaling we see that {1/J(2Jx - k)}. kEZ• is 

], 

a basis of Wi. Since X (f!) is the direct sum of these Wj, the full collection 
{'l/1(2jx - k)}J,kEZ is a hierarchical basis for X(f!). 
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The first approximation of <Vl arbitrary function from L 2 (ffi:) consists in 
writing f (x) = I: f;(x), whnP each fj belongs to the corresponding channd 
lVJ. Typi<:<dly, we write for n > m. 

In this way we obtain a decoujposition of tlw function fin channels, and, by 
taking more spaces H'n, we get a larger sequence of hierarchical approximations 
of f. 

In the one-dimensional ca.-5e, buth for f1 == [O, 1] and for n := IFS., each H1i 
bas its natural basis, t!w st11.nd1ml basi8 { vi} consisting of basis functions 
1;;i with minimal support. Tlwst: piecewise linear basis functions 7./-'{ may be 
characterised either by their support 21 -J[k, k + l] or by their center points 
~j --2 1 -j(k' !_") "'k·--· -r-2. 

In faet, the family of pien~wise linear basis functions {iµi }o::::k<'.U ,O'S_J<n, or 
{1;:{}kc7l .· (for 0 · (\. l, or{)=~ respPctively) forms a hiprarchica] basis 

If. c-a.,,J<TI . .· 

for f E' 1 ~" aad with 

if xr:-:[O, l]. 
if xE[L 2~, 
otrwrwise, 

J(x; ~ )~ajkU~(.:r) :o LL<Ljkl,'(Px- k). 
J.k k 

Pw linear approximation in d dimensions 

(11) 

\Vp approximate ttE'X :::; C 0 (S2) by UnEVi'}.. in the space of piecewise d-linea.r 
functions on fin. i.e. 

l'n = Span {4'nj}, 

with, for some q 2 1 or q cc7, ::xi, 

<Pnj(x) =-c 2rn:/q4~(2nx - j), 

(12) 

d>(x) = f1j= 1 A(x1), (13) 
with A(x) == max(O, 1 - Ix!), the usual hat function . 

We define the projection 

Rn : X --+ Vn C X 
u Hun= Rnu, (14) 
un(x) ::: u(x) VxEllii,. 
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We nut ice t.ha.r. r,iw oµt:rator l?n ::-~ Fi 11 ,, ·''" can be rle<'C1mposed as 

d 

Rn ;:_-:: II sf, e., with h :_: hn .-.: (2 - 711 ' .•• 2·· 714), 
} } 

( 15) 
j=-. J 

where s~ f'. u(x) is a function, piecewbe linear in the j-th coordinate direction, 
J , ' 

such that SJ.,e;u(x) = u(x) for all x with Xj/hE'll. 

Pw constant approximation in d dimensions 

We appruximar.e u<:- X = L1°c (n) by 11n E 1 'n, iu the space of piecewise constant 
functions on nn. i.l'. 

Vn = Span { q;nj} , 

with, for snnw q 2: l or q = oo, 

'~nj(x': ·' 'Tn l1q>(2nx - j), 

(Hi) 

c1( x J = II) . 1 \::rJJ :(.r.J) . ( 17) 
with \;1.i,itiJ·: t.hl· chnract;ri.,t-ir.: function on the unit interval. 

Un : X ~ Vn C X 
ii Hun .-::- Rnu, with 

un.i -' 11n((·i "T" e/'2)h) -~· 2:n1 J0 . u(~)d0.. 
ni 

(18) 

\.Ve nut.in• that the opt>rator Hn ·::- Rn ... "'·' can be decomposed as 

rl 

I ) -- II 50 ,. l h .. h - (')"TI! • 2--Tld) 1.rz ··· • h. e , wit. 1 - n - - , · · , 
J J 

( 19) 
j·~1 

where s;:, e. u( x) is a function, piecewist.: constant in the j-th coordinat.~" di
rection, sud1 that 

for all x with (xJ/h ± l/2)EZ. 
If we take p = 2, then X = L2 (n) is a Hilbert space, and {<Pnj} is an 

orthonormal basis in \-TI,. Moreover, !Rn is the orthogonal projection £ 2 (!1) ~ 
Vi·i· 

For n = iRd, the set {'l-'n} as defined in (16)-(17) is a typical multiresolution 
analysis. This is no longer the c<IBe if we consider a bounded domain n. 
J'\everthelt~ss much of the decomposition procedures still can be used. 
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Sparse approximation 

~·\s :-ihovvn v:hh \\'t::1 can a. .. '-;~OciaH.? tht~ \VH.VPlt~t sp~tLtJS 
and a hiPrarehira: ba,.~:.~ fmKtions in X \\e 

ccintributinn of t.!11: tu the 
error reduction is 

Tt) reducP t~w error for the least 
we should add of freed,lm (j, 

lsupport(l;Jk,j )1 2 as crit<>rion. for an 
obtain an we should construct the discrete space as 

This leads to tlw sparst' a. •. ~ int rod~1ced 

Definition 3.1 A spllr'1 sptice is tiw snacP 

EB H' 

The Center puints of tlw s11p;iort:i of thP natural ha .. 'ii:; fonctinns in (·,, form the 
s11arse s1;,. 

Definition 3.2 Wt~ dt'tim• th1: .~parsr" gnd 011erntor, Rn. as fol-
lows: R71 u is t hi• of u on the sparsP i;rid {1;, in i\, i.e. 

4 Error estimates 

We approximate uEC 1 •1•1 (!1) by unE i1i, where Vn denotes the space of piece
wise com;tant functions on rln. We can write 

un(x) = Ldnj4>nj(x), 
j 

where, for some q 2 1 or q = oo , 

<Pnj(x) = 2in1/q<,1>(2nx - j)' 

(20) 

efl(:z:):::: n~=I \io,l](Xj) 1 (21) 
with X(o,l] (x) the characteristic function on the unit interval. 
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Thus, with unEVn the piecewise constant approximation on On of the func
tion uEC1•1' 1 (0), we make the hierarchical decomposition of the form \In. = 

EBk~n wk, and write 

where 

un = L wk, wkEWk, 
k..:,.n 

wk(x) = Lck,fWk,j(x), 
j 

(22) 

(23) 

with ck,j = 0 for all j with Iii~ even. In practice these coefficients ck,j are 
computed as hierarchical surplus, by taking the difference between the value 
u(jhk) and the interpolant from coarser grids. Some error bounds are found 
in (2]. 

Estimates for pw linear approximation 

We approximate uEC2•2 •2 (fl) by unEVi?., where Vn denotes the space of piece
wise d-linear functions on On. We take un such that un(x) = u(x) for all 
xE0.il,. We can write 

un(x)-= Ldnj1>nj(x), 
j 

where, for some q ~ 1 or q = oo , 

(24) 

rPnj (x) = 21nl/qq'>(2nx - j), 

ef>(x) = A(xi) .. · A(xd), with A(x) = max(O, 1 - Ix!), (25) 
is the d-linear finite element type basis function. 

With unEVn the piecewise linear approximation on On of the function u E 

C2 •2 •2 (fl), we make a hierarchical decomposition Vn = EBk<n wk, of the 
form (22) and (23). -

The hierarchical surplus is most conveniently formulated by introducing 
stencil notation. Therefore, we introduce the difference operator 

.6.hu(z) = u(z + h) - u(z), (26) 

and the usual central difference approximation for the second derivative by 
stencil notation, as 

[l l] 1 2 ( 2' -1, 2 u(z) = 2 .6.h;e; u z - hjej). 
h;e, 
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With this notation \\e conveniently write an expression for the hierarchk~ 
coefficients in a pierewise line,ar approximation. We see that d-linear interpo
lation !t'ads tn thr following expression for the hinarchical surplus: 

Notice that the fattur lhkll/q cancels the scaling factor 2:k1q in the definition 
of <i>k.j. An exprPSsion for this cof"fficient ck,j is found in the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1 
With l;(x) = min(O. -(ri -1.:rl)/2) = min(O, -(hi - !x!)/2}. we introduce 

!\ow 

d 

Lh(:x) =II l;(;r,). 
jc..j 

.J~1 [)'2~ 2 u(:r) Lh(:e) dH = fl~=l (-~ E.,,,,_ 1,+ 1 Us,h,e,) u(O) 

= fl~,oo1 [-~. I.-i]h,e, u(O). 

Proof: The pnxif follows by straightforward computation. 0 

WP dPriw au Pxpre~sion for li<!>liP· with ~given by (25): 

l:<Pl 1 ~ = J~ fl; JA(x;)JPdf! 

:::: fl. (-2- zP+11l) 
I p+l 0 

= fL (/'~ 1 (1 - lxJ)P dx;) 

= lt (p~l) = (p~l)d. 
So that. Wl' have 

ll4>1ip = (~-)d/p 
p+l 

Further, in (25) we have <f>nj = 21nJ/qtt>(2n:x - j), and 

114>njll~ 

So that 

= J j2lnl/11qi(2nx - j)p' dO 
= 21nlp/q J l</>(2n:t - j)IP d(21nlx) 2-1n1 
:::::: 2tnj{p/q-l) lief>llP, 

llcPnjllP = ~n\(l/q-l/pJ ll<Pll -

(28) 

(:?HJ 
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This means that the norm ll<Pnj llv is independent of the level n iff we take 
q =p. 

Now we compute an expression for llLh(x)llP, in particular for p = 1, 2, oo. 

- 2d(1-pJ Tid rh; (h· - ·)Pd . 
- i:J Jo J X, Xi 

- 2d(t-p) flhl(P+I - (p+1)a . 

So that we may conclude, also considering the special case p = oo, 

llLh (z)jb = llll I;(•;) II, = r' lhl' , (30) 

llLh (x) lb ~ III\ l;(x;) II, = (2/3)'1' lhl'/' , (31) 

P·1i(x)11"", = llrr l;(x;)ll == 2-d 111i11. (32) 
I '"' 1 I CX) 

u:oing these expressions and Lemma 4.1, we can derive the error estimates 
iu the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2 Let unEVn be the piecewise linear approximation on On of a 
function uEC2 •2 •2 (ll) such that 1in(x) = u(x) for all xEn"ti,. If we make the 
hierarchical decomprn.;itiou l'n ::=: <Dk:::nWk, and write 

11.n ·'· L wk, wkER'k, 
k:sn 

then we have the estimate!:! 

llwkll2 
llwklloo 
llu - unll2 
llu - unlloo 

::S: llD2•2·2ull2 
::S: l1D2•2 •2ulloo 
::S: ll D2·2·2ull2 
:'.S llD2·2 •2ulloo 

Proof: Using Lemma 4.1 we can obtain estimates for the hierarchical coef
ficients ck,j· We fix k and we derive, writing h := hk, 

llhll-1/q lck,jl = Jn D2,2,2u(x) Xk,j(x) Lh(::c - jh) dx 

< llD2•2 •2u Xk,jlloo 2-dllhil2, 
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where 'Xk,j is the characteristic function for the support of Lh(x - jh), or 
similarly 

llhll-1/q ick,jl = fn D2,2,2u(x)x.k,j Lh (x - jh) d:c 

< llD2,2,2u 'Xk,j 1\2 (2/3)d/21lhlls;2. 

We write wk = Ej ck,jrflk,j with llill odd, and we know that these func
tions { rflk,j} j, for fixed k, have disjoint supports. Hence, for the hierarchical 
contribution 

llwkll~ = llhli21q 
< llhll21 q 

< mh1121q 

< llhll4 

II Li ck,jtPk,jll§ 

Lj llLhll~ llD2 •2 •2 uXk,jll~ ll<l>k,jll2 

°Lj(2/3)d 11hU 3 11n2 • 2 •2 uxk,jll~ 11hm 1- 2fq(2/3)a 
(2/3)a llD2,2,2ull~. 

For the other norm 

/lwklloo = II Ej ck,j!Pk,jllx 

< maxj llD2•2 •2u Xk.jl!oo llLhll1 IJhJj1/q l!hll- 1/q · 1 

- l!D2 •2•2ulloo 2--dllhE 2 

For the error, for p = 2 or p = oo, 

l!t1 - un!IP = II Lk wk - Lk~n wkllp 

< Lk1'.:n llwkllP 

< Gp llD2 •2 •2ullP Lk~n lhk112 ' 

with C2 = (2/3)d/2 and 0 00 = 2-d. This yields the last two estimates, by 
taking into account that 

Lk~n llhkll2 =Ek ilhkll2 - Lk~n fihk112 = 
- nd "'"" 4-k; - nd ~ 4-k; 
- j=I Lik; j=l wk;~n; 

s ~ (i)d "L;=1(1/4)n; 

= i16 (~)d l!hll2· 

0 
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Approximation on sparse grids 

Theorem 4.3 Let ii,, u be the piecewise constant approximation of a function 
uEC1 •1 •1 (f!) on a sparse grid on level n: 

if.nu= L wk, WkEWk, 
lkj~n 

then we have the estimate 

Proof: 

L:k:>n lfwkllp 
Liki>n Ii I11=1 (Rk - Rk -e)ufip 

< C llD1 •1 •1ul!P L1kl>n flhll 
C lfD1,1,1u!i ~ 2-1 ( l + d - 1 ) < , P L.Jt>n d - 1 

< CIJD 1•1•1uJlpG(2,n,d) 

< CliD 1 · 1 · 1 ulfpC1nd 2 ~;~;~' 
< C llD1 •1•1ullp llh~ lo~d-l'llhll -

(33) 

(34) 

Where the constants C'i rnl are reasonably small numbers· t.hat tend to one for 
n-+ oo. D 

Theorem 4.4 Let R11 u be the piecewise d-linear approximation of a function 
uEC2 •2•2 (f!) on a sparse grid on level n, as in Theorem 4.3, then, for p = 2 or 
p = oo, we have the estimates 

(35) 

------------------

=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n = oo 
1 I 1 1 I 

)/2 2 7/4 8/5 l 
8 44/9 29/8 74/2.5 1 

·-
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Proof: 

) . 

" 2·-21 ( l + d - 1 ) 
Lil>n d _ 1 

2-2 (n+l) ( ~ ~ ~ ) 2 Fi([1, 1 + n + d], [2 + n], 1/4) 

G(4,n,d) 

79 

where 2 F 1 is the genera.lised hypergeometric function, also known as Barnes's 
extended hypergeornetric function. It. follows that 

. n•1-1 2---'.2n 

G(4 n d) ~ - ---- for n--+ oo, 
, ' . 3(d - 1) 1 

wlwre the asymptotic value i::; n~ached soon for sm<dl values uf d. Herwet 

11-u - Rnullp < 
< 

where CncJ is a constant thm tends to one_ So, we conclude that 

. " ., ., ( 2) d/2 c d l llu - R ull < llD"•"'"ull, - --- n - 4 -n 
n 2 - 2 3 3(d - l)! ' 

ll 'U - R ull < llD 2 •2 ·'2ul·1· -.,-d ____ <}___ nd-I4--n 
n = - xi~ 3(d - l)! ' 

where C is a constant that approaches unity for larger values of n. With 
lihll = 2-n, this proves the theorem. 0 

--
I The value of the constant C2nd_:.::_~3J!!:__- l)!_::i 1-d22"G(·1,n,d) _____ _ 

oco2 n~:~L __ r_i_=.:i_ ____ !_l___=-o5 I ~~ =-~J 
l l l 111 : 

3/o 16/9 19;12 n;1s 1 I 
3/<J 3013/.8._'. 211/71 55_".J'.2:l5 ___ 1 _ __\ 

n=l n 
d=I I 
d=2 10/3 1 
d=3 131/9 5 



Theorem 4.5 Let 
.1 n on a spaxsP 

for p "'"' 2 and p == ,x;, we han; the esrimatt·s 

< ,1 +D' .1 ·' 

Proof: \Ve prove, more 
m;,"" ·,ma s 2 

Hence, for e s rn < 2e we hose 

< 

Moreover. (:H) yields. for m 2e, 

u-i?,,11 

and hence 

0 

for some rn ~.o ! ••• ·' , 

of a function 

with 1 < 

(37) 

Theore1n 4.6 Ll;t Rn 11 be the piecewise d-lirwar approximation of a function 
uEC2 •1•1 n C 1•2 • n C 1·!,2 (!1) Oil a sparse grid un level n, as in Theorem 4.3, 
then we have the estimates 

If, moreover, we know uEC2 ·2 ·2 , tlwn 

(39) 

Proof: Part l: 

Ip D··n~ 1illk-Uk e)11 l:1, 
< ct1&hkm! D'IJ11.111l 1 . 
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Figure 5: A '1p<irse )!;rid, level n ~: 6. 

Pan :2: 

!iD"(11 - \- .. C lh i!'2h-1 l'1D2,2,2,,li < 4-:k; >11 kl kcz ' ~"" ,p 

11 (L::J ve,) (11 - i?"un 1• < llU'·2·2ull,, I:1k1>,.. lhkf Lj hi;, 
< l!D2,2,2ull,, D(d, n), 

where we see that D(d, n} is a number d~~pending on n and on the dirnension 
d. A simple computation shows 

So it.. follows that 

0 

D(l,n) = 
D(2, n) -
D(3,n) = 

2·-n 

-I 2-n - 2/3 4--n, 
12 2-n - 13/3 4-n - n 4·-n. 
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